INTRA-ARTICULAR SYNOVIAL HEMANGIOMA OF KNEE
OVERLYING POSTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT - A CASE REPORT
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Abstract:
Hemangioma of synovium is a rare benign tumor that can arise from any surface lined by synovium. Intra-articular synovial hemangioma is most common in the knee joint. The diagnosis is difficult as the signs and symptoms are nonspecific. We hereby report a hitherto unreported case of synovial hemangioma of knee overlying posterior cruciate ligament, its MRI findings and discuss the appropriate management.
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Introduction:
Hemangioma of synovium is an uncommon benign tumor that can arise from any surface lined by synovium(1). Intra-articular synovial hemangioma is most common in the knee. Fewer than 200 synovial hemangiomas have been reported so far(2) but intra-articular synovial overlying posterior cruciate ligament has not been reported so far according to pubmed search. We report a case of intra-articular capillary hemangioma of synovium overlying posterior cruciate ligament, its MR imaging findings and discuss appropriate management.

Case report:
A 29-year-old male patient presented to our clinic with history of intermittent pain and swelling of left knee of 1-year duration. He had symptoms of pseudolocking associated with this. There was no history of injury, pain in other joints, fever or constitutional symptoms. There was no history of bleeding diathesis. On examination, severe wasting of quadriceps muscle with moderate knee effusion and fullness of popliteal fossa was noticed. There was diffuse tenderness of left knee with features of synovitis. Tests for menisci, cruciate or collateral ligaments could not be performed because of pain. Routine haematological examination was normal and Mantoux test was negative. Radiological examination revealed soft tissue density in the posterior aspect of knee suggesting a mass or synovial lesion. MR imaging localized a hyperintense soft tissue mass on T2-weighted images attached to anterior aspect of posterior cruciate ligament pushing the ligament further posteriorly as a mass effect. At diagnostic arthroscopy a 1.5 X 1.5 cm reddish brown mass of thickened synovium attached to the anterior aspect of posterior cruciate ligament pushing it further posteriorly was noted. A total excision of mass was done arthroscopically and the tissue was sent for histopathological examination. Posterior cruciate ligament was confirmed to be intact on probing. Biopsy confirmed the diagnosis of capillary hemangioma of synovium. On a followup of 6 months postoperatively, the patient was totally asymptomatic without features of recurrence and has regained full range of movements.
Discussion:

Intra-articular synovial hemangioma of knee is a rare benign tumor first described by Bouchut in 1965(2). It can arise from any synovium-lined surface(1). In 97% of cases, it is located in the knee joint, but it has also been reported in other joints such as elbow, ankle and wrist(3). Synovial hemangioma overlying the posterior cruciate ligament has not been reported previously.

Children and adolescents are commonly affected although in a large study, patient age ranged from 9 to 49 years(4). Males are more often affected than females. Although pain is the post predominant symptom, patient can also present with pseudolocking as in our case. Devaney et al. examined 20 patients in their study and reported that the symptoms are usually pain and swelling (31%), pain alone (9%), painless mass (41%) and recurrent intra-articular hemorrhage (5%)(4). Other symptoms include recurrent nontraumatic hemarthrosis, intermittent tender palpable mass and limited range of motion. Signs are often minimal but may include atrophy of the quadriceps muscle, joint effusion and restricted range of movement.

Because of nonspecific signs and symptoms, diagnosis can be difficult and delayed unless the clinician is aware of the clinical presentation of synovial hemangioma.
disease. A delayed diagnosis causes loss of function, infiltration into surrounding tissues, excision of masses more difficult and later arthropathy due to recurrent hemarthrosis. The differential diagnosis include pigmented villonodular synovitis, synovial osteochondromatosis, loose bodies, osteochondral fractures, ligament rupture, osteochondritis dissecans, juvenile rheumatic arthritis, xanthoma and malignant tumors. The MRI usually shows mass of high-signal intensity and T2-weighted images without extensive mass effect (3) but in our case a hyperintense soft-tissue mass on T2-weighted images attached to the anterior aspect of posterior cruciate ligament with a mass effect of stretching the ligament posteriorly was noted. Intra-articular, pedunculated, well-circumscribed, apparently encapsulated lesions are best treated by arthroscopic total excision of mass. Arthroscopy also aids in the assessment of ligament to which it may be attached. In cases of diffuse joint involvement, difficulty in excision and recurrences can occur (2). Biopsy confirms the diagnosis. About 50% of synovial hemangiomas are cavernous type and rest are capillary, arteriovenous, and pure venous. The histology in our case showed a capillary type of hemangioma.

Conclusion:
Intra-articular synovial hemangioma of knee is a rare benign tumour. Hemangioma overlying the posterior cruciate ligament has not been reported previously. Pain is the predominant symptom but can also present as internal derangement of knee. The diagnosis can be difficult unless the clinician is aware of the disease. Localized lesion is best treated with arthroscopic total excision.
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